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•• What we know from What we know from ΔφΔφ correlationscorrelations

•• ParticleParticle--identified identified ΔφΔφ correlationscorrelations

•• First results for nearFirst results for near--side side ΔηΔη correlationscorrelations

•• Evidence for mediumEvidence for medium--induced energy lossinduced energy loss
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High pHigh pTT correlations in HI collisionscorrelations in HI collisions

•• MotivationMotivation
•• Extract information about the hard sector in AA by Extract information about the hard sector in AA by 

statistical meansstatistical means

•• General techniqueGeneral technique
•• Correlate highCorrelate high--ppTT triggertrigger particles with particles with associatedassociated

particles above given thresholdparticles above given threshold

•• Primary correlation variables: Primary correlation variables: ΔφΔφ, , ΔηΔη

ΔφΔφ

ΔηΔη

production/suppression, modification, production/suppression, modification, 
flavors, etc.flavors, etc.

Jets Jets →→

early expansion, anisotropy, medium early expansion, anisotropy, medium 
effects, etc.effects, etc.

Event Event →→

system, centrality, beam energy, system, centrality, beam energy, 
reaction planereaction plane

Event wise Event wise →→

trigger & associated particle ptrigger & associated particle pTT, , 
flavor, charge signflavor, charge sign

Track wise Track wise →→

Trigger

Trigger
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ΔφΔφ correlations: a solid foundationcorrelations: a solid foundation

•• Suppression of backSuppression of back--toto--back back 
correlations in AAcorrelations in AA

•• AwayAway--side correlation weakens side correlation weakens 
with increasing centralitywith increasing centrality

STAR, PRL 90 (2003) 082302

Pedestal&flow 
subtracted

STAR, PRL 91 (2003) 072304

•• Suppression is not an initialSuppression is not an initial--
state effectstate effect

•• d+Au: Awayd+Au: Away--side jet alive and side jet alive and 
well, similar yield as p+pwell, similar yield as p+p

•• Fits into jetFits into jet--
quenching picturequenching picture

STAR, nucl-ex/0407007

••New: Amount of suppression New: Amount of suppression 
sensitive to geometrysensitive to geometry

••Path length dependence Path length dependence 
of energy loss of energy loss →→
jet quenchingjet quenching
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ΔφΔφ correlations: flavor dependence correlations: flavor dependence -- 11

•• Systematic studies underway with Systematic studies underway with ΛΛ, K, K00
ss as trig, assoc. particlesas trig, assoc. particles

h-Λh-Λ
p

t (trig)
K0

s-hh-h

STAR preliminary

d+Au
200 GeV
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ΔφΔφ correlations: flavor dependence correlations: flavor dependence -- 22

1.5 < pT(trig) < 3 GeV
1.5 < pT(assoc) < 3 GeV

(0-5)% (10-30)%

(30-50)% (50-70)% p+p

(5-10)%

Au+Au
200 GeV

STAR preliminary
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STAR vs PHENIX STAR vs PHENIX ΔφΔφ correlations in Au+Aucorrelations in Au+Au

•• Difference in STAR/PHENIX yields due to various |Difference in STAR/PHENIX yields due to various |ηη| windows| windows
•• Slight increase of the nearSlight increase of the near--side yield in midside yield in mid--central Au+Au collisions in central Au+Au collisions in 

comparison to p+p and d+Aucomparison to p+p and d+Au

PHENIX nucl-ex/0408007

||ηη|<0.35|<0.35

meson – π, K
baryon – p, p

||ηη|<0.7|<0.7

STAR preliminary
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What about What about ΔηΔη correlations?correlations?

•• Azimuthal correlations hampered by vAzimuthal correlations hampered by v22

•• v2 affects both yield, width determinationv2 affects both yield, width determination

•• Background normalization difficultBackground normalization difficult

•• ΔηΔη cleaner observable for bothcleaner observable for both

PHENIX AuAu (60-90%) 
correlation function

J. Rak, Nuclear Dynamics Workshop, Jamaica

•• STAR STAR →→ large acceptance large acceptance 
enables multienables multi--differential studydifferential study
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What about What about ΔηΔη correlations?correlations?

•• Azimuthal correlations hampered by vAzimuthal correlations hampered by v22

•• v2 affects both yield, width determinationv2 affects both yield, width determination

•• Background normalization difficultBackground normalization difficult

•• ΔηΔη cleaner observable for bothcleaner observable for both

PHENIX AuAu (60-90%) 
correlation function

J. Rak, Nuclear Dynamics Workshop, Jamaica

•• STAR STAR →→ large acceptance large acceptance 
enables multienables multi--differential studydifferential study

Au+Au, 20-40%p+p minbias

STAR preliminary
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ΔηΔη correlations: analysis methodcorrelations: analysis method

Real pairs – A(Δη) Mixed-event pairs – B(Δη) Correlation function

Au+Au, 200 GeV
0-5% central

3 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV
2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

|Δφ| < 1.0

1.1. Isolate nearIsolate near--side with window in side with window in ΔφΔφ

2.2. Use eventUse event--mixing to account for pair mixing to account for pair 
acceptanceacceptance

3.3. Assume Gaussian correlation shapeAssume Gaussian correlation shape

Example

[ ]22 2)(exp
)(
)( ση

η
η Δ−+∝

Δ
Δ CU

B
A
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p+p 200 GeV: nearp+p 200 GeV: near--side, side, ΔηΔη vs vs ΔφΔφ

•• Consistent Consistent ΔηΔη, , ΔφΔφ evolution with pevolution with pTT(trig)(trig)

STAR preliminary

4 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV3 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV 6 < pT(trig) < 12 GeV

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

|Δφ| < 0.7

|Δη| < 0.7
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ΔηΔη: : What do we expect for Au+Au?What do we expect for Au+Au?

p+p

Δη

pT(trig) dependence 
of near-side peak 
due to less well-
defined jet axis 

Au+Au central broader?

Medium causes apparent “stretching” of jet cone 
along boost direction?

Radiated gluons in the medium yield a broader 
jet cone? 

Would pT(assoc) threshold cut away yield from 
radiated gluons?

Δη

Armesto et al, nucl-ex/0405301
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ΔηΔη : : system, centrality dependence at 200 GeVsystem, centrality dependence at 200 GeV

3 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV
2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

|Δφ| < 0.5

STAR preliminary
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ΔηΔη : : system, centrality dependence at 200 GeVsystem, centrality dependence at 200 GeV

•• σσΔηΔη increases from p+p to central Au+Au at lower pincreases from p+p to central Au+Au at lower pTT(trig)(trig)
•• Higher pHigher pTT(trig) flat across all centralities(trig) flat across all centralities

•• Systematic error not assigned (fit range, Systematic error not assigned (fit range, ΔφΔφ projection window)projection window)

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)
|Δφ| < 0.5

STAR preliminary

6 < pT(trig) < 12 GeV

3 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV
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ΔηΔη : p: pTT(trig) dependence(trig) dependence

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)
|Δφ| < 0.7

STAR preliminary

2.5 < pT(trig) < 3 3 < pT(trig) < 3.5 4.5 < pT(trig) < 6 6 < pT(trig) < 12

p+p

d+Au 0-40%

Au+Au 0-5%

3.5 < pT(trig) < 4.5
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ΔηΔη : p: pTT(trig) dependence of width(trig) dependence of width

•• Broadening in Au+Au compared to p+p, d+AuBroadening in Au+Au compared to p+p, d+Au
•• Difference grows with decreasing pDifference grows with decreasing pTT(trig)(trig)

•• The three systems are consistent for largest pThe three systems are consistent for largest pTT(trig) bin  [ 6<p(trig) bin  [ 6<pTT<12 GeV ]<12 GeV ]

•• Systematic error not assigned (fit range, Systematic error not assigned (fit range, ΔφΔφ projection window)projection window)

STAR preliminary
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Extracting nearExtracting near--side jet yields side jet yields -- 11

•• In Au+Au, jetlike correlation sits on top In Au+Au, jetlike correlation sits on top 
of an additional, ~flat correlation in of an additional, ~flat correlation in ΔηΔη

•• ΔφΔφ: cannot differentiate between the two : cannot differentiate between the two 
correlationscorrelations

•• ΔηΔη : additional correlation gets grouped into : additional correlation gets grouped into 
subtracted backgroundsubtracted background

d+Au, 40-100%

Au+Au, 0-5%

STAR preliminary

Δφ

Δη ⇒

⇒

3 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV
2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

Radial flow induces long-range 
rapidity correlations?

Voloshin, nucl-th/0312065

STAR, PRL 90 (2003) 082302
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Extracting nearExtracting near--side jet yields side jet yields -- 22

•• Underlying correlation in Underlying correlation in ΔηΔη persists at higher ppersists at higher pTT(trig)(trig)
•• ΔφΔφ studies include this additional yield (amount depends on studies include this additional yield (amount depends on ΔηΔη window)window)

3 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV

4 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV STAR preliminary

Unnormalized correlation functions

Au+Au 200 GeV, 0-5%
3 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV

4 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)
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ΔηΔη : p: pTT(trig) dependence of correlated yield(trig) dependence of correlated yield

•• Gaussian areas consistent within errors for all pGaussian areas consistent within errors for all pTT(trig)(trig)
•• Yield growth with pYield growth with pTT(trig) (trig) →→ more assoc. particles for highermore assoc. particles for higher--ppTT

partonparton

•• Correlation yield preserved despite broadening of correlationCorrelation yield preserved despite broadening of correlation

widths from previous slideSTAR preliminary
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Fries et al, nucl-ex/0407102

correlation width correlated yield

ΔηΔη : Scenarios : Scenarios -- 11

could explain system 
dependence of pT(trig)

if so, should also cause 
growth in correlated yield

•• WWidths indicate recombination idths indicate recombination →→ fragmentation transition?fragmentation transition?
•• Onset pOnset pTT similar to other measurements (baryon vs. meson Rsimilar to other measurements (baryon vs. meson RAAAA))

•• Intermediate pIntermediate pTT: Recombination dominates particle production, correlations: Recombination dominates particle production, correlations

•• Higher pHigher pTT: Fragmentation dominates: Fragmentation dominates

pQCD regimerecombination
regime

STAR, PRL 92 (2004) 052302

??
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ΔηΔη : Scenarios : Scenarios -- 22

could increase width in 
Au+Au, shift partons to 
lower pT

if so, should also cause 
growth in correlated yield

correlation width correlated yield

•• #2: Parton #2: Parton radiates energyradiates energy before fragmenting?before fragmenting?
•• Gluon bremmstrahlung of hardGluon bremmstrahlung of hard--scattered partonscattered parton

•• Parton shifted to lower pT Parton shifted to lower pT 

•• Radiated gluon contributes to broadeningRadiated gluon contributes to broadening

Armesto et al, nucl-ex/0405301
(Talk: Parallel 2B, 17:10)
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• BackBack--toto--back back ΔφΔφ correlationscorrelations
•• Suppression of awaySuppression of away--side jet side jet →→ jet quenching picturejet quenching picture

•• Suppression dependent on reaction plane orientationSuppression dependent on reaction plane orientation

•• No strong flavor dependence at intermediate pNo strong flavor dependence at intermediate pTT observed observed 

•• NearNear--side side ΔηΔη correlationscorrelations
•• Evidence for Evidence for nearnear--side jet broadeningside jet broadening in central Au+Auin central Au+Au

•• Consistent nearConsistent near--side yieldsside yields for p+p, d+Au, Au+Au at all pfor p+p, d+Au, Au+Au at all pTT(trig)(trig)

•• ppTT(trig) dependence: possible (trig) dependence: possible onset of fragmentation dominanceonset of fragmentation dominance ??

•• Underlying, ~flat Underlying, ~flat correlation structurecorrelation structure in Au+Au across wide in Au+Au across wide ΔηΔη rangerange

Experimental observations
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New questions for theoristsNew questions for theorists

•• What can recombination, jetWhat can recombination, jet--
quenching pictures say about:quenching pictures say about:

•• Possible broadening of Possible broadening of nearnear--sideside
jet in AA, without significant change jet in AA, without significant change 
in correlated yield?in correlated yield?

•• Can radial flow + jet quenching Can radial flow + jet quenching 
explain:explain:

•• Underlying longUnderlying long--range correlation in range correlation in 
ΔηΔη but but notnot in in ΔφΔφ??

Au+Au, 0-5%

STAR preliminary p+p

Au+Au, 0-5%

200 GeV, |Δφ| < 0.7
2.5 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

•• My feeling is...My feeling is...

We’re seeing a direct effect of the jet coupling 
to the expanding medium, i.e. the effect of 
medium-induced energy loss on the jet

Armesto et al, nucl-ex/0405301
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BACKBACK--UPSUPS
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In the soft sector...In the soft sector...

•• ((ΔηΔη, , ΔφΔφ) space for low p) space for low pTT (< 2 GeV) studied extensively in STAR(< 2 GeV) studied extensively in STAR
•• Broadening of nearBroadening of near--side side ΔηΔη

distribution in central Au+Audistribution in central Au+Au
attributed to miniattributed to mini--jetsjets

•• Evidence for longitudinal expansionEvidence for longitudinal expansion

•• ΔφΔφ width decreases slightly from width decreases slightly from 
peripheral to centralperipheral to central

STAR, nucl-ex/0411003, submitted to PRL

central

peripheral

Au+Au, 130 GeV

centralperipheral
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ΔηΔη vs vs ΔφΔφ in central Au+Au (0in central Au+Au (0--5%)5%)

•• Lower pLower pTT(trig) shows (trig) shows ΔηΔη--ΔφΔφ asymmetryasymmetry
•• ΔφΔφ determined by subtracting 0.5 < |determined by subtracting 0.5 < |ΔηΔη| < 1.4 region from || < 1.4 region from |ΔηΔη| < 0.5 region| < 0.5 region

to isolate jetlike correlation (as done in STAR, PRL 90 (2003) 0to isolate jetlike correlation (as done in STAR, PRL 90 (2003) 082302)82302)

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

STAR preliminary

4 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV3 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV

Δφ

Δη
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ΔφΔφ projections in different projections in different ΔηΔη windowswindows

STAR preliminary

3 < pT(trig) < 4 GeV
2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

4 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV
2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

4 < pT(trig) < 6 GeV
3 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)

Au+Au 200 GeV, 0-5%
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ΔηΔη : : p+p, 200 GeVp+p, 200 GeV

3 
< 

p T
(tr

ig
) <

 4
 G

eV
4 

< 
p T

(tr
ig

) <
 6

 G
eV

All charged Unlike-sign Like-sign

STAR preliminary

•• ChargeCharge--ordering apparent in yields, not in widths (within stats)ordering apparent in yields, not in widths (within stats)
•• Smaller Smaller σσΔηΔη for higher pfor higher pTT(trig) (trig) →→ trigger more aligned with jet axistrigger more aligned with jet axis

2 < pT(assoc) < pT(trig)
|Δφ| < 0.7
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ΔφΔφ correlations: 62 vs 200 GeVcorrelations: 62 vs 200 GeV

•• HighHigh--ppTT production production muchmuch reduced at 62 GeV reduced at 62 GeV (see Carl Gagliardi(see Carl Gagliardi’’s talk)s talk)
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ΔφΔφ correlations: 62 vs 200 GeVcorrelations: 62 vs 200 GeV

•• HighHigh--ppTT production production muchmuch reduced at 62 GeV reduced at 62 GeV (see Carl Gagliardi(see Carl Gagliardi’’s talk)s talk)

•• Similar yield on awaySimilar yield on away--side similar yieldside similar yield
•• Very statistics limited... look to Very statistics limited... look to near side near side –– away sideaway side

•• Similar suppression at 62 GeVSimilar suppression at 62 GeV

STAR preliminary

STAR preliminary


